RISK DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
TRADING FUTURES AND OPTIONS INVOLVES SUBSTANTIAL RISK OF LOSS AND IS NOT SUITABLE FOR ALL
INVESTORS. THERE ARE NO GUARANTEES OF PROFIT NO MATTER WHO IS MANAGING YOUR MONEY. PAST
PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
THE RISK OF LOSS IN TRADING COMMODITY INTERESTS CAN BE SUBSTANTIAL. YOU SHOULD THEREFORE
CAREFULLY CONSIDER WHETHER SUCH TRADING IS SUITABLE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF YOUR FINANCIAL
CONDITION. IN CONSIDERING WHETHER TO TRADE OR TO AUTHORIZE SOMEONE ELSE TO TRADE FOR YOU,
YOU SHOULD BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING:
IF YOU PURCHASE A COMMODITY OPTION YOU MAY SUSTAIN A TOTAL LOSS OF THE PREMIUM AND OF ALL
TRANSACTION COSTS.
IF YOU PURCHASE OR SELL A COMMODITY FUTURES CONTRACT OR SELL A COMMODITY OPTION YOU MAY
SUSTAIN A TOTAL LOSS OF THE INITIAL MARGIN FUNDS OR SECURITY DEPOSIT AND ANY ADDITIONAL FUNDS
THAT YOU DEPOSIT WITH YOUR BROKER TO ESTABLISH OR MAINTAIN YOUR POSITION. IF THE MARKET
MOVES AGAINST YOUR POSITION, YOU MAY BE CALLED UPON BY YOUR BROKER TO DEPOSIT A SUBSTANTIAL
AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL MARGIN FUNDS, ON SHORT NOTICE, IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN YOUR POSITION. IF
YOU DO NOT PROVIDE THE REQUESTED FUNDS WITHIN THE PRESCRIBED TIME, YOUR POSITION MAY BE
LIQUIDATED AT A LOSS, AND YOU WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY RESULTING DEFICIT IN YOUR ACCOUNT.
UNDER CERTAIN MARKET CONDITIONS, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT OR IMPOSSIBLE TO LIQUIDATE A
POSITION. THIS CAN OCCUR, FOR EXAMPLE, WHEN THE MARKET MAKES A ‘‘LIMIT MOVE.’’
THE PLACEMENT OF CONTINGENT ORDERS BY YOU OR YOUR TRADING ADVISOR, SUCH AS A ‘‘STOP-LOSS’’
OR ‘‘STOP-LIMIT’’ ORDER, WILL NOT NECESSARILY LIMIT YOUR LOSSES TO THE INTENDED AMOUNTS, SINCE
MARKET CONDITIONS MAY MAKE IT IMPOSSIBLE TO EXECUTE SUCH ORDERS.
A ‘‘SPREAD’’ POSITION MAY NOT BE LESS RISKY THAN A SIMPLE ‘‘LONG’’ OR ‘‘SHORT’’ POSITION.
THE HIGH DEGREE OF LEVERAGE THAT IS OFTEN OBTAINABLE IN COMMODITY INTEREST TRADING CAN
WORK AGAINST YOU AS WELL AS FOR YOU. THE USE OF LEVERAGE CAN LEAD TO LARGE LOSSES AS WELL
AS GAINS.
IN SOME CASES, MANAGED COMMODITY ACCOUNTS ARE SUBJECT TO SUBSTANTIAL CHARGES FOR
MANAGEMENT AND ADVISORY FEES. IT MAY BE NECESSARY FOR THOSE ACCOUNTS THAT ARE SUBJECT
TO THESE CHARGES TO MAKE SUBSTANTIAL TRADING PROFITS TO AVOID DEPLETION OR EXHAUSTION OF
THEIR ASSETS. THE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT CONTAINS A COMPLETE DESCRIPTION OF THE PRINCIPAL
RISK FACTORS AND EACH FEE TO BE CHARGED TO YOUR ACCOUNT BY THE COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR
(“CTA”).
A COMPLETE DISCUSSION OF FEES AND CHARGES ARE REPORTED IN THE CTA’s DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT.
SPECIFICALLY, ONE SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT AN INTRODUCING BROKER MAY CHARGE A FRONT-END START
UP FEE OF UP TO 6% OF THE INITIAL CONTRIBUTION. PLEASE NOTE THAT THIS CHARGE IS NOT REFLECTED
IN THE PERFORMANCE OF THE COMMODITY TRADING ADVISOR AND COULD HAVE A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON
THE CUSTOMERS ABILITY TO ACHIEVE SIMILAR RETURNS.
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Introduction

What are Managed Futures?

Most investment strategies are susceptible to suffering devastating

Managed Futures, commonly associated with Commodity Trading

losses during equity market crisis. Given this, for almost any

Advisors (CTAs), is a subclass of alternative investment strategies

investor, the key to finding true diversification is in finding an

which take positions and trade primarily in futures markets.

investment which is able to deliver performance during these

Using futures contracts and sometimes options on futures

turbulent periods. The recent losses of the credit crisis have also

contracts, they follow directional strategies in a wide range of

reinforced to investors the importance of understanding why a

asset classes including fixed income, currencies, equity indices,

particular investment strategy makes sense. For any new or current

soft commodities, energy and metals. Although there are many

investor in Managed Futures, it is well known that these strategies

types of Managed Futures strategies, the most common type is

tend to perform well when equity markets take losses making them

systematic trend following. Systematic trend following strategies

an excellent candidate for diversifying a portfolio. By taking a closer

employ technical methods to identify and profit from price trends in

look into what really happens during equity market crisis events

financial markets. This approach can vary in the level of discretion

(often called tail risk events), this investment primer will take a

in the trading decisions, time horizon and risk management

new approach to explaining Managed Futures and explain why they

approaches.

can deliver “crisis alpha” opportunities for their investors. Crisis
alpha opportunities are profits which are gained by exploiting the
persistent trends that occur across markets during times of crisis.

Managed Futures invest in futures markets via
professional money managers (CTAs)

By gaining an understanding of why Managed Futures can deliver

Directional

Systematically exploit directional moves in futures
markets prices — upwards or downwards

Globally diversified

Trade both long and short contracts in FX, interest
rates, stock indices, energy, metals and soft
commodities in regulated and interbank markets
worldwide

Regulated

Typically authorized and regulated by financial
supervisory authorities such as the Commodity
Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) in the U.S.

crisis alpha, the commonly cited benefits and characteristics which
describe the strategy can be explained in simpler terms helping
investors to more effectively use the investment strategy as part of
a larger investment portfolio.
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What Characteristics
of Futures Markets
Differentiate Them from
Traditional Markets?
Futures contracts are standardized, transferable exchange traded
contracts which allow an investor to take a directional (long or
short) position in a wide range of underlying assets including
currencies, fixed income, equity indices, commodities, energy,
etc. The current futures price is the price today for delivery of the
underlying asset at a pre-specified date in the future. Although
delivery is possible in most futures contracts, it is quite rare (only
roughly 1 percent of the contracts are actually delivered). In order
to take a position in a futures contract, all investors must post
collateral for the positions in the form of margin and maintain their
margin account with a clearinghouse broker. The clearinghouse
works as the counterparty for all investors and on a daily basis
marks all contracts to market, settling up the losses and gains
between pools of investors using the collateral which each investor
has in their margin account. Due to the daily marking-to-market,
the margin required usually runs around 5 – 15 percent for both
long and short positions, whereas collateral requirements for
positions in traditional markets are significantly higher and
asymmetrically higher for short positions (for example: Regulation
T in the United States requires 150 percent margin for short
equity positions as opposed to roughly 50 percent margin for l
ong equity positions).
Since futures contracts depend on the underlying asset’s value at
a future date in time, futures prices are highly correlated with their
corresponding underlying assets. This correlation makes them
excellent vehicles for taking directional positions in various asset

When Should FuturesOnly Strategies Have a
Competitive Edge?
In order for an investment strategy to be profitable, there must
be an underlying fundamental reason for the existence of a
profit opportunity which the strategy can exploit. Given that
Managed Futures trade exclusively in the most liquid, efficient and
credit protected markets, their profitability must rely on those
characteristics in order to obtain a competitive edge. Managed
Futures will not profit from credit exposures or illiquidity which
are commonly cited risks and opportunities for most Hedge
Fund strategies. In fact, since Managed Futures strategies rely
on the most efficient type of trading vehicles, they must profit
from persistent trends in markets which, given that markets are
efficient, should not, under ordinary circumstances, exist. The next
logical step is to examine unordinary circumstances where it may
be feasible for market efficiency to break down and persistent
trends to occur even in the most efficient of markets. Given that
the vast majority of investors are systematically long biased to
equity markets and that we may be susceptible to behavioral
biases especially, or perhaps only, when we lose money, it is clear
that equity market crisis is the market scenario where predictable
behavior and, as a consequence, persistent trends will be the most
likely. By examining what happens during equity market crisis,
Managed Futures, based purely on the design of the strategy, will
enable it to deliver crisis alpha.
Characteristics of
Futures Markets
Transparent

Standardized contracts

Minimal counterparty/credit risk

Daily marking-to-market,
pooling of investment profits
and losses for redistribution
via clearing house brokers

Highly liquid

Ease of access and use, low
requirements for collateral, lack
of asymmetry between long and
short positions, standardization of
contracts, reduced counterparty risk

classes and hedging. The clearinghouse mechanisms of futures
markets, daily pooling and redistribution of funds, lower collateral
constraints, and transparency and standardization of contracts
create a market which is extremely liquid and relatively void of both
the counterparty risk and asymmetries between long and short
positions common in traditional markets.
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What Happens during
Equity Market Crisis?1

Why Can Managed Futures
Deliver Crisis Alpha?

Times of market crisis, for both behavioral and institutional

Managed Futures trade in a wide range of asset classes primarily

reasons, represent times when market participants become

in futures, they do not exhibit a long bias to equity, and they

synchronized in their actions creating trends in markets. It is only

generally follow systematic trading strategies. Futures markets are

the select (few) most adaptable market players who are able to

extremely liquid and credit solvent and they remain more liquid and

take advantage of these “crisis alpha” opportunities.2

credit solvent than other markets during times of crisis. Although
Managed Futures are also subject to institutionalized drawdown,

When equity markets go down, the vast majority of investors

risk and loss limits, trading primarily in futures guarantees they

are long biased to equity, including Hedge Funds, and they

will be less affected by the reduced liquidity and credit solvency

realize losses. Losses represent periods when investors are more

issues that accompany market crisis events. Given their lack of

likely to be governed by behavioral bias and emotional based

long bias to equities and systematic trading style, Managed Futures

decision making. When this is coupled with the widespread use

will also be less susceptible to the behavioral effects which also

of institutionalized drawdown, leverage and risk limits which are

accompany market crisis. Putting all of this together, Managed

all triggered by losses, increased volatility and increased

Futures strategies are adaptable, liquid, systematic and void of long

correlation, given an investment community which is fundamentally

equity bias making them less susceptible to the trap which almost

long biased, equity losses will force or drive large groups of

all investors fall into during an equity crisis. Following the onset of a

investors into action. When large groups of investors are forced into

market crisis, a Managed Futures strategy will be one of the select

action, liquidity disappears, credit issues come to the forefront,

(few) strategies which are able to adapt to take advantage of the

fundamental valuation becomes less relevant, and persistent

persistent trends across the wide range of asset classes they trade

trends occur across all markets while investors fervently attempt to

in delivering crisis alpha to their investors. It is important to also

change their positions desperately seeking liquidity.

note that Managed Futures are not timing the onset of an equity
markets crisis, they are profiting from a wide range of opportunities

Equity markets go down:
• Industry wide equity long bias
• Institutionalized loss/risk limits

across asset classes following the onset of a market crisis (this
includes currencies, bonds, short rates, soft commodities, energies,
metals and equity indices and it is explained further in the section
Crisis Alpha and Portfolio Management). The characteristics of
Managed Futures and their implications during equity market crisis

Force/drive investors into action

Large groups of investors flee some
asset classes and herd into others
desperately seeking liquidity

Causes persistent trends across
a wide range of asset classes

are summarized below.
Characteristics of
Managed Futures

Implications during
Equity Market Crisis

Highly liquid, adaptable strategies

Less susceptible to the illiquidity

based exclusively in futures

and credit traps that most investors

with minimal credit exposure

experience during equity market crisis

Dominated by systematic

Less susceptible to behavioral biases

trading strategies

and emotional based decision making

No long equity bias

triggered by experiencing losses

Active across a wide range

Poised to profit from trends across a wide

of asset classes in futures

range of asset classes

The select (few) market players who are
able to adapt can exploit these trends
and deliver crisis alpha
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1

This explanation is derived using a theoretical framework proposed by Andrew Lo (2004, 2005 and 2006) entitled the Adaptive Markets Hypothesis (AMH). This framework
explains how markets evolve and how market players succeed or fail based on the principles of evolutionary biology. For a more in depth understanding of this theory, please
consult Lo (2004, 2005 and 2006). Further analysis of Managed Futures in the context of the AMH is also presented in Kaminski and Lo (2011).

2

For a more in detailed explanation of crisis alpha, see Kaminski, K., “Diversify Risk with Crisis Alpha”, Futures Magazine, February edition 2011.
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Decomposing Managed
Futures Performance
by Crisis Alpha

Equity Crisis Periods (1994–2010)
MSCI Monthly TR Gross World
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where the performance during crisis events is replaced
by an investment in Treasury bills, Managed Futures
performance can be divided into those three pieces. In

CRISIS ALPHA BARCLAY CTA INDEX (1994–2010)

the following figure (see Crisis Alpha Barclay CTA Index),
the performance of the Barclay CTA Index is decomposed
into crisis alpha, a risk premium, and the 3-month
Treasury Bill return from 1994-2010. Over the entire
sample period, equity crisis periods make up roughly
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Naïve Trend Following
Replicating Strategy
(2000-2010)

The Naïve Trend Following Replication Strategy is based on 76 different futures contract prices from 1994-2010. The strategy does not represent an investable strategy or a
specific track record which has been invested in; it simply allows for a closer look into strategy decomposition of profit opportunities for systematic trend followers over time
(see Crisis Alpha and Portfolio Management).
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Crisis Alpha and
Portfolio Management

By understanding why Managed Futures delivers crisis alpha, the commonly
cited benefits and characteristics which describe the strategy can be explained in
simple terms.

Similar to Long Volatility

Equity Return Quintiles

It has been widely documented that volatility tends to be high
during equity market crisis. Thus, strategies like Managed Futures
which deliver crisis alpha will be highly correlated with a long
position in volatility. In addition, Managed Futures strategies are
also dominated by systematic trend following. These strategies

1

profit during larger moves in markets. Larger moves in markets

2

3

4

5

cause volatility to be high. On the other hand, when volatility is
high and there is no market direction and, thus, no crisis alpha or
volatility strategies might. The following diagram demonstrates

Conditional Correlation with Equity Markets
Similar to an Equity Straddle

three scenarios for high or rising volatility and what can be

Since Managed Futures strategies tend to be trend following

expected for Managed Futures strategies.

and deliver crisis alpha, they will make substantial returns when

trends, Managed Futures will not perform well whereas classic long

equity markets are down significantly. When equity markets trend
strongly upwards, there will be upward trends which Managed
Futures strategies can also participate in. This explains why

Volatility is high or rising

Managed Futures can look similar to an equity straddle without the
upfront costs required for investing in options. If the performance
of Managed Futures is conditioned on the performance of equity

Equity market
crisis

Uncertainty:
markets bouncing
back and forth

returns, this conditional relationship gives payoffs which on
Equity bull
markets

average are similar, but not equal, to that of an equity straddle (see
Conditional Performance with Equity below).
CONDItIONAL PERFORMANCE WITH EQUITY
(NEWEDGE CTA INDEX ANNUALIZED RETURNS 2000-2010)

Managed Futures
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suffer losses

Managed Futures
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Lower than Average Sharpe Ratios
than Most Hedge Funds during
Equity Bull Markets
During bull markets, many Hedge Fund
strategies realize high Sharpe ratios.
Research in Hedge Funds has pointed out
that these strategies can contain hidden
risks often related to liquidity and credit
exposures. If Managed Futures deliver
crisis alpha, their performance during
bull markets may lag other Hedge Fund
strategies given that they only trade in
markets void of these risks. This explains
why using Sharpe ratios during bull markets
will underestimate the longer term value of
Managed Futures in comparison with other
alternative investment strategies.

Bulls vs. Bears: Reasonable
Performance during Bull Markets
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The Future of Managed Futures
A BO UT T H E AUT H O R
Managed Futures strategies trade exclusively in highly liquid and
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efficient futures markets. The structure and style of these strategies
make them more adaptable during situations of market crisis.
The adaptability of these strategies allows them to profit from the
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persistent price trends which accompany these events delivering
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crisis alpha to their investors. The increased globalization,

manager providing customized multi-manager solutions

integration and synchronization of financial markets, coupled

in Managed Futures strategies based on managed account

with an industry wide long bias to equity markets and further

platforms. RPM has been active in the Managed Futures

push for institutionalized regulation should keep financial markets

space since 1993 serving clients primarily in Asia and

susceptible to further equity market crisis events. If this is the case,

Central Europe and is located in Stockholm, Sweden.

although it is uncertain when an equity market crisis will hit again,
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an understanding of why Managed Futures provides crisis alpha can
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help investors to better understand why the strategy can continue
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to deliver crisis alpha in future market crisis scenarios.
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